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LETTERS TO THE POLICE – VARIOUS THEORIES 
Can you solve the puzzle at the end of this document? 

 
The following provides transcriptions of the various letters and notes sent to police in relation to the 
Norma McLeod case (except for the Asmodeus letters, which are available in a separate file). The 
notes/letters are presented not in chronological order but in sections according to the various public 
theories.  
 
All letters are available via the Public Records Office of Victoria. Check out their website to see where 
they are and how to order files - https://www.prov.vic.gov.au. The reference for the relevant file is: 
VPRS 807/P0000 Inward Correspondence Files, unit 831, item 1929. 

 
EDITH GUILTY? 
 
MARY ISABEL ABBOTT1 (Criminal Investigation Department. Sent 11th September 1929): 
Medium thick plain letterhead of the Warratah Co., Chemical Manufacturers. No envelope. Standard 
acknowledgement letter sent on 12th September. 
 
Dear Sir, I have read with fervour of the death of Miss Norma McLeod. I am a very keen reader and 
thinker and been told that I really ought to have been a detective so many of my theories have been 
correct on certain cases – but of course, I beg that you will regard my following suggestions as strictly 
confidential. Re. this case – these are merely theoretic suggestions, but, however -some of the ideas 
may lead to something definate (sic). Istly when daughter was about to keep her appointment why did 
mother so suddenly leave house and return so short a space of time? I suggest that mother was 
overcome with sudden and spasmodic fit of insanity probably seized iron and delivered the fatal blow 
– then sanity probably returned, after the one terrible act – then she rushed for underpants of son – 
damped them pressed then round daughter’s head and carried her to bed – I am merely reviving a case 
that occurred years ago – Husband returns home – wife was ironing blouse – Husband seized iron – 
struck wife violent blow – causing death – Husband was perfectly sane ever after – although placed in 
an asylum. I would suggest that inquiries be made into ancestry of Mrs McLeod – It may be inherited 
taint coming from many generations back – one terrible violent act only – and that restores them again 
to saint – never the less it is a peculiar form of insanity and is lying dormant in the individual with 
sudden passion – brief – excitement calls forth this streak. 
 
I would suggest that the matter of Mrs McLeod’s sanity form the basis of enquiries for as I have studied 
these things it is feasible. The woman may have adored her daughter – but the streak of insanity may 
have been there – not detected by the outside world or her own people – but there – until the awful 
desire to do this deed overbalanaced – temporarily – her sanity. 
 
Pardon me for making these suggestions but my sympathy is always and ever with the police, their 
untiring efforts to clear up crime. In conclusion, I do not think that the father or brother of the dead 
woman know anything or could give slightest clue to this terrible affair – the mother only I suggest 
knows all about it. 
 
I feel sorry sometimes that I have not told the police many of my theories concerning many crimes, 
some of which I feel certain would have proved correct. 
 

                                                           
1 Mary Isabel Abbott and her husband Peter Flower Abbott were manufacturers living first in Prahran and later 
St Kilda. 

https://www.prov.vic.gov.au/
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Trusting that you will regard my confidence and trusting this mysterious murder will be cleared up to 
your satisfaction. 
 
NOTE IN MARGIN: You might enquire age of mother. A Doctor might possibly base analogy of my 
suggestions on that. 
 
ANON (To McKerrall. Received 28th October 1929):  
Pink thick paper strip (approx. 7cm wide). Sent in plain white envelope postmarked Melbourne. 
 
It is generally thought and said that the Mother Mrs McLeod killed her daughter accidentally. They 
were always fighting –Perhaps your letters are from father or son trying to throw all suspicion of (off?) 
the mother. 
 
EILE MIT WEILE2 (To Walsh ‘Chief Head’. Undated note): 
Small scrap of thin cream paper (about 7cm x 4 cm). Type on the back and scribbled across is: T. G. 
Hixson, 5 Somerset Road, Linford, Essex, England. HMT “Orontes”. Thin plain white envelope. 
Possible post marked 9th October 1929? 
 
No anonymous letters necessary over McLeod affair mother and daughter hated each other. All men 
who visited house were cultured. 
 
EILE MIT WEILE (To Walsh. Undated note): 
Small scrap of thicker paper, ripped out of magazine or book (picture of a fridge/icebox on the back) 
 
Four people know the McLeod secret. Why not tell the public that Norma Mc was a walking skeleton. 
Mother + son + hatred. 
 
XMS, 126 LANSELL ROAD, TOORAK3 (To Walsh. Dated 12th October 1929):  
Faint lined thin cream paper (similar to Wallace but slightly different line spacing). Thin cream 
envelope. Post marked Melbourne. 
 
I see you cannot find the person who murdered Miss McLeod. Well any person can see very clear it was 
no one els (sic) but her mother killed her in her passion for she is hot tempered woman. If it was anyone 
els(sic) but her they would of (sic) been put under the third degree but being well-to-do people and him 
being a friend of the head of police and a friend of the Chief Sect she let go but a poor person she would 
of (sic) been bought up and charged with murder … get her cross examine her and you will see she 
gives in keep her in the chair for 2 or 3 hours like you do others and see what she has to say - it was 
her and only her that murdered?? her daughter it came out yet the public is not blind if the police is for 
we who care see eye to eye. 
 

  

                                                           
2 German equivalent of ‘more haste, less speed’ (i.e. don’t move too quickly). 
3 Still trying to locate writer. 
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PARENTS GUILTY? 
 
ANON (To Detective Lee. Received 19th October 1929): 
Pale blue/grey, faint-lined paper, medium thickness. White envelope with blue lining. Postmarked 
Melbourne. 
 
Sir, Perhaps if you were to look a little deeper into Norma McLeod’s private life you might gain 
something. Some parents often have a habit of hitting a little harder than they mean to I was older 
than her when I got my last crack and only my thick skull saved if from being broken, no would be 
robber would stop to place her on the bed and put wet cloths on her head. His only thought would be 
to get away while safe, looks like someone who felt safe tried to bring her around, “Asmodeus” may 
live close by and saw a little and not want to mix up in it or Norma may have told someone things were 
not always too good. I would cross question a little more members in the McLeod house as its only 
wasting time and money looking for would be robbers. 

 
RHYS GUILTY? 
 
AW, WALLACE AVENUE, TOORAK (To Simpson. Dated 15th September 1929): 
Faint lined cream paper. Black ink. Envelope cream with blue lining 
 
Dear Sir, Coming from church4 this morning several prominent folks were discussing the McLeod affair 
and it’s the common idea here that the brother is the culprit and my husband says the same is the 
opinion in the city club. Why worry the poor mother? She can’t help you. The girl was evidently struck 
with a flat iron which cracked her skull and she fell down at once the brother then carried her to her 
room ran back for the underpants wetted them and put them on her head and its nonsense to say he 
was not there. Put the 3rd degree on him and I will guarantee he will confess. 
 
UNSIGNED (To the Detectives in charge. Dated 13th September 1929): 
Thin faint lined white paper, standard size but different margin size to others. No envelope. 
 
Dear Sirs, Knowing something of the family it might be well to make inquiries re the employees of Mr 
Rhys McLeod. 
 
JUSTICA5 (To Walsh. Dated 17th October 1929): 
Same paper and ink colour as Wallace Avenue. Envelope cream with pink lining 
 
I cannot understand why the inquest on the late Miss McLeod has been so long delayed? The evidence 
is very clear. The brother and sister were having a domestic quarrel and when the mother pushed 
between the brother and sister, he the brother threw the flat iron over her shoulder and struck the 
sister on the head felling her to the ground he then began to realise what he had done and carried her 
to her room and laid her on her bed returning to the kitchen he seized a pair of his underpants, damped 
then and laid them on his sister’s head. Then he cleared off to the city. These are the pure facts of the 
case and Mrs McLeod knows well this is the truth and she is screening (?) her boy. It’s a pure case of 
manslaughter. The folks of Toorak are certain he alone did it not any tramp or swaggy. We hope you 
can get Mr McLeod composed to give you the truth and not wriggle out of it. 
 

                                                           
4 Possibly St John’s Anglican Church in Clendon Road. 
5 Handwriting suggests that the author of this letter and the Wallace Avenue letter are one and the same. 
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WRITING IN SIDE MARGIN: I am not a clairvoyant, neither to I believe in such rot but this statement is 
the truth and nothing but the truth you will find is at the inquest. 
 

BURGLARY OR HAWKER? 
 
ANON: (To Detective Office. Received 13th September 1929): 
Thin white plain paper (half standard size). No envelope. Written in pencil. 
 
In the Toorak murder of Miss Macleod (sic) – trace the movements of a well-known woman 
housebreaker with the gushing manner and gold teeth – no man would clean up. 
 
MISS M BERNHARD SMITH6, 760 Malvern Road, Armadale (In person visit 16th September 1929).  
Note recorded (therefore, not written by Miss Smith) by Constable Calaby 67487: 
 
Called at office 1/15 pm 16/9/29 and said she lived opposite Mandeville Crescent when Miss McLeod 
is alleged to have been murdered and that on the day of the alleged murder her sister saw a man in 
the crescent who was a very bad looking character. She also said she had other information to give to 
the detective in charge of the case. 
 
ICH DIEN8 (To Detective Office. Received 15th October 1929): 
Medium thick plain cream paper. Thick cream envelope. Postmarked Melbourne 
 
Dear Sir, may I suggest that you interrogate or arrest on a vagrancy charge, a man who is obvious of 
the criminal immigrant class, living at 12 Longmore Street, St Kilda. The householder is a Mrs Hagen, 
who is a widow and this man has been boarding there for the past two weeks, but has not paid for 
same. 
 
In addition he has victimised several of the small shop keepers in Middle Park. He does not work, but 
has been frequently seen watching houses in St Kilda. He is short and very thickset, fair curly hair. You 
will not be wasting time if you investigate this, it may solve the mystery of the Toorak case. 
 

  

                                                           
6 Fifty-nine-year-old, Miss Minnie Ellen Bernhard Smith was born in Pleasant Creek 3rd December 1870 (died in 
1942). Records indicate that in 1928 (and presumably 1929) she was living at 760 Malvern Road with her sixty-
year-old sister Sophia Alice Smith, born in Pleasant Creek 12th April 1869 (died in 1947). Perhaps worth noting 
that Sophia had been admitted to Yarra Bend asylum in 1897 (for 15 months) and Ballarat asylum in 1900 for 3 
months. Also worth noting that 760 Malvern Road is opposite the furthest end of Mandeville Crescent (away 
from No. 15) 
7 Constable Arthur Vivian Calaby, born 29th September 1896, joined the force in August 1922. 
8 German for ‘I serve’. Also the motto of the Prince of Wales. This letter seems to be aimed at serving the writer 
– perhaps in the hope of fixing a problem that in fact has nothing to do with the McLeod case! 
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IRONING ACCIDENT OR DOMESTIC MURDER? 
 
H. LUHRING, SYSTENHOLME, JORDAN STREET, MALVERN (To the Superintendent. Dated 12th 
September 1929): 
Medium thick cream faint lined paper, standard size. No envelope. 
 
Dear Sir, Having read the accounts of the Toorak murder in the daily papers I am also inclined to believe 
in the crime theory although certain circumstances appear to be against it and which in my opinion 
have been specially made up to hide the true facts of the mystery. 
 
Please permit me to express my idea about this case. If it is a case of murder have there any fingerprints 
been found on the shoes. The person who handled the shoes last and who put the shoes on the floor 
must have left fingerprints in as well as outside the shoes and as the person had probably wetted his 
hands in putting the towel in the water they must have been very distinct. The accounts in the papers 
further point to the fact that, in case of a murder, the person must have been very much acquainted 
with the house and it also seems possible that this person was not a stranger to the girl who may have 
opened the door. 
 
In case of an accident it may have happened that the electric iron which is mentioned to have been the 
last thing the victim had handled had fallen on her head. It sometimes happens that persons when 
pressing clothes let these drop in the floor and in trying to pick it up she may have struck the table and 
so cause the fall of the iron or she may have knocked her head against the table when coming up again. 
In m y opinion there is a good chance (in case of an accident) that she was able to walk for about 5 
minutes afterwards as I have seen a man who’s head a brick weighing about 3 or 4 pounds had fallen 
on is head from the 3rd floor still conscious 10 minutes after the accident. Now he carries a silverplate 
all over his head and enjoys the best of health. Anyway, the shoes if not too much handled in the 
meantime should play a very important part in the solution of this case. 
 
Trusting that you will treat this confidential and hoping for the sake of the human being that this will 
prove to be an accident.  
 
MARGARET E COOPER9 (To Lee. Sent 12th September 1929): 
Thick cream faint lined paper (vellum?), standard size. Envelope post marked Melbourne. 
 
Dear Sir Re. the mystery of Miss McLeod’s death the thought has occurred to me the there is a 
possibility of tracing it to the iron. 
 
After ironing the blouse Miss McLeod would probably dress while the iron was getting cool and then 
go back to put it away. 
 
Id the iron was kept on a shelf it may have fallen on her head as it has a broad flat surface it would fit 
the surmise and would be sufficiently heavy. Such being the case the undergarment would be 
accounted for as the room from which the garment was obtained as close to the ironing room and as 
it has been proved that persons similarly hurt has walked some distance, she would naturaly (sic) return 
to her bedroom. 
 
Unless the iron was on a shelf of course my theory is wrong but it worth trying. 

                                                           
9 Margaret Elizabeth Copper lived at 18 Railway Place, Hampton with her sister, Beryl Frances Cooper. Margaret 
looked after the house and Beryl was a ‘Whiteworker’ - working with white thread embroidery on white fabric. 
She would probably have made things like tablecloths, tray cloths, doyleys, blouses, babies' layettes etc. 
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SYMPATHETIC (To Lee and Simpson. Sent 14th September 1929): 
Thin cream faint lined paper standard size. No envelope. 
 
Dear Sirs, Having averted an accident similar to Miss McLeod after ironing, it may have occurred to her 
if she has to place the iron above her on a shelf to be tidy. My experience: I had placed the iron (electric) 
and its tube wound around it (the iron) on a shelf above a broom cupboard, a broom had fallen down 
and in the act of replacing it I heard the metal tube moving, looked up and was just in time to step 
back and catch the iron in my two hands, otherwise I would have been hit on the head as Miss McLeod 
in jury has been described in the paper. 
 
Miss McLeod may have returned after dressing to place it tidy as her mother requested and have 
received the blow replaced the iron and gone for a damp bandage. 
 
Trusting this experience may be a clue to such dreadful consequences. 
 
SOUTH YARRA (To Russell Street Police. Sent 15th September 1929): 
Thick lined cream paper (about 15cm). Plain cream envelope post marked Melbourne. 
 
I have no doubt that every possible theory as to the cause of the death of Miss MacLeod (sic) has been 
investigated but I wish to bring one to your notice which has occurred to me. 
 
In common with the whole community it has shocked me and seldom out of my thoughts. Yesterday 
the thought flashed through my mind that the terrible occurrence may have been caused by the iron, 
which we are told Miss Macleod used that day, falling on her head. In most homes the iron is kept on 
a shelf in kitchen or laundry and it is just possible that it might have fallen from her head as she put it 
in its place. 
 
ANON (To the Detective. Received 16th September 1929): 
Thin cream paper (standard size) folded in half and written on both halves. No envelope. 
 
No mention has been made of the iron with which Miss McLeod was pressing a blouse and when 
finished she dressed herself with, except that her mother said, it had been put back in its place. When 
Mrs McLeod can be consulted, may one who has had experience of some accidents suggest that you 
endeavour to ascertain from her, in what position her daughter had placed the iron, if on a high shelf. 
Where she would have to reach up to it. Keeping the appointment with her cousin before her mind, 
anxious not to disappoint her, she would hurriedly put the iron away, perhaps to near the edge of the 
shelf for safety it may have fallen on her head. I have seen a tray full of dishes fall a mighty smash on 
the floor through that mistake.  
 
God only knows how Miss McLeod’s accident happened, but no intruder could have entered the house, 
as there would have been unmistakable evidence and no evil doer could half kill and then make her 
comfortable on her bed, he would be too eager to get away out of sight. The poor girl, knowing she 
was alone, seized the nearest article to damp and place over the pain and her womanly tact helped 
her to go and lie on her bed, not realising that she was severely injured, most likely thought that a few 
minutes rest would enable her to meet her cousin while every moment was really making her 
unconscious. 
 
There is no need for my name, but I trust this note may be of some use to you, I am deeply sympathetic 
with the poor mother. 
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AGNES TRUMAN, 27 PARK STREET, ELSTERNWICK (To Lee. Sent 20th September 1929): 
Medium thick plain narrow paper (about 11cm wide). Thick white envelope post marked Melbourne. 
 
Dear Sir, With reference to the tragic death of Miss McLeod which you and other detectives are 
investigating, would it have been possible for the wound on the top of the head (said to have been 
made by a blunt instrument) to have been caused by the iron which Miss McLeod was using? 
 
It has occurred to me that Miss McLeod may have taken this iron from a shelf and replaced it after she 
had finished ironing. If it had fallen and struck her on the head, she would still have been able 
(according to the doctors) to pick it up and put it on the table or wherever it was from. Then, feeling 
dizzy, she might have picked up a garment (probably from among the things she was ironing) and after 
wetting it, made her way to her bedroom where she was found. 
 
I am aware that this is a very vague suggestion, which could be established beyond doubt if it was 
known where the iron was generally kept, but the circumstances surrounding the death are so strange 
and as no doubt it would be a great comfort to the bereaved relatives if the theory of accident could 
be established. I venture to bring it to your notice as worthy of investigation. 
 
40 CURRAN STREET, SOUTH MELBOURNE (To Detective Office. Received 29th October 1929): 
Lined paper (similar to ledger) torn in half. White envelope with blue lining. Postmarked Melbourne. 
Written in pencil. 
 
Dear Sirs, I see by the papers there is going to be an inquest n the young woman that is supposed to 
be murdered at Toorak well as there seems no motive for murder do you think it possible this woman 
accidently if she was ironing to some unexpected manner pulled the iron off the table accidentally 
through tripping or otherwise pulled the iron on her head. I think she may have done so as you have I 
no doubt saw this ironing done and no matter how awful an accident will happen think it over as fools 
sometimes think. 
 

SHELF/MANTELPIECE ACCIDENT? 
 
ST KILDA RESIDENT (To Walsh. Received 12th October 1929): 
Medium thick sky-blue paper (watermarked ‘Attracta Bond’). Medium cream envelope. Possibly post 
marked St Kilda?) 
 
Is there a large cupboard in the home of Miss Norma McLeod? Some time ago I had occasion to go to 
a large cupboard in my home, and in order to reach the top shelf, it was necessary to stand on a chair 
or stool. I knocked my head severely on the frame of the cupboard and was rendered unconscious for 
some time. Had I not regained consciousness, it would have looked like foul play. 
 
The wound had every appearance of a blow from a blunt instrument. Miss McLeod may have been 
reaching for golf outfit on top shelf of cupboard and may have knocked her head. 
 
‘WISHING TO HELP’ (To Lee. Dated 13th September 1929): 
Almost square medium thick lined cream paper. Thick cream envelope, no postmark visible. 
 
Dear Sir, could it not be possible that Miss Norma McLeod struck her head on a mantelpiece or such 
like, when rising after picking up something from the floor. I know from experience that one can get a 
very severe blow on the head in that way, especially if one stoops hurriedly. 
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(MISS) E BURY10, VERONA, 21 ARGYLE STREET, ST KILDA (To Detective Office. Dated 19th September 
1929): 
Thin white/grey lined paper. No envelope. 
 
Sir, I have been wondering if the late Miss McLeod could have met her death through an accident of 
the same nature as one I had some little time ago. 
 
I rose suddenly up under a shelf (close to the corner) and gave myself a bad hurt (?). I too was alone in 
the house and caught hold of a towel which was close at hand. My first impulse was to tie my head 
together – it felt as if it were flying into pieces. I then lay on the bed. I did not become unconscious. I 
am very short, only an inch or two taller than the shelf, but in the case of a taller person the force of 
the blow would be greater. In putting the iron away she may have struck a shelf or gas bracket. I have 
seen a child hurt in the same way when rising suddenly under a table. 
 

BATHROOM ACCIDENT? 
 
EXPERIENCE (To Walsh. Sent 13th September 1929): 
Medium thin cream faint lined paper, standard size). Cream thick envelope with pale blue lining. Post 
marked Balaclava. 
 
Dear Sir, I am taking the liberty of writing to you as I have read last night’s Herald with its (what 
appears to me) exaggerated details of murder of Miss Macleod of Toorak. I had an experience myself 
which I will quite later and reading from line to line of the Herald, I feel it is only fair.  To let you know 
what I think is this. Was there highly polished lino from her bed to the bathroom? If so the young lady 
may have taken her shoes off intending to bathe her feet before going to play golf. In stocking feet and 
probably hurrying she most likely slipped before getting to the bath room and struck her head on the 
wall. I am sure if her body had been thoroughly examined first before burial some big bruises would 
have shown somewhere. This was my own experience one Saturday afternoon about 2 years ago, I was 
running late on tea time to have a bath and therefore hurrying very much. I went to my room took part 
of my clothes off also my shoes coming from the bathroom I had my stockings on. I had a length of 
passage with carpet then a hall with a lino square, which had previously had a good rub with floor 
polish from a round tin (brand excluded), the moment my stockinged feet touched the lino, I slipped I 
struck the floor on my hip with such violence that my head was bashed against the moulding round my 
bedroom door. I did not go unconscious as lucky for me I had washed my hair and rolled it in a small 
towel in the shape of a bun on my head. Otherwise I should not have been able to write this today. The 
sensation when my head struck the wall was as someone breaking an egg shell. I was lifted off the 
floor and sat on my bed, my daughter said I went to the kitchen sink and bathed my head, this I have 
no recollection of doing. Two days after suffering intense pain with my hip and head I saw a bruise on 
my hip as big as a bread and butter plate, anything more wicked looking was hard to imagine, flaming 
red on the outside, black green and violet in the middle. So that with such an experience it is impossible 
to see murder in this case, as far as I can view it. 
 
ANON (To McKerral. Received 11th October 1929): 
Cream lined paper, medium thick. Unusual width (see note book). Cream envelope, pale blue lining. 
Post marked Melbourne. Written in pencil. 
 

                                                           
10 Sixty-two-year-old Emily Bury was born in Richmond in 1867. Her father died in 1883 and her mother in 1902. 
Emily was a teacher living with three of her five siblings – Mary, also a teacher (b. 1865); Edward, a Law Clerk (b. 
1874) and Frances (b. 1878) who looked after the house. 
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I had had a bath, when required to wash my hands, I passed basin and went to the bath tap. I am 
height of later Miss McLeod. Pressure of legs against edge of bath makes one lose control of 
themselves. I feel forward striking my head on opposite edge of the bath gradually pressed back and 
rose up, leaned against the wall at same time taking a wet cloth (that I had used to wipe out the bath) 
and made my way to bed, put cloth on head with one hand then rose my feet backwards and 
unbuttoned my shoes it so impressed me when I read account of Miss McLeods death, and felt so much 
I would like to tell you of my experience. 
 
Taking hold of the tap to try and save myself caused me to jerk my head downwards making the hit 
more severe. My height is just a nice fit for opposite edge of bath. 
 

GOLF CLUB ACCIDENT? 
 
X FROM SYDNEY (To Chief of Police. Sent 11th September 1929): 
Medium thin plain cream paper, narrow (about 12 cm). No envelope. Written in pencil. 
 
I have been really interested in the case of suggested murder of Miss Norma McLeod and would like to 
suggest a possible solution. 
 
In the newspaper reports here in Sydney stress is placed on the fact that the victim was preparing for 
a game of golf with a friend. Now as an addict of the game I would suggest the possibility of Miss M 
probably getting out a golf club and making a few practice swings say perhaps in front of the wardrobe 
mirror. In the event of the club catching on or being deflected in any way there is a possibility of an 
accident, especially if she was swinging hard. This has actually occurred to me. 
 
Re. the underpants wrapped around her head, after being knocked she may possibly have had enough 
strength left5 to put them under the tap and wrapped them round her head to ease the pain. 
 
The golf stick she might easily have slipped back in the bag especially if it was handy. Hoping this theory 
may help you. 
 

MISCELLANEOUS 
 
THE FOX (To Police Melbourne. Dated 12th September 1929): 
Medium thick scrap of cream lined paper, torn from a journal/notebook. Red edge, curved at corners. 
Thick cream envelope. Post marked Melbourne. 
 
I killed Norma McLeod. Catch me if you can. The Fox. 
 
“IN UNIFORM” (To Walsh. Dated 14th October 1929): 
Faint-lined cream paper, thin but thicker than Wallace. Cream envelope with blue lining, also thicker 
than Wallace. 
 
Dear Sir, With regards the “Toorak Murder” interview the Yarraville Laundryman11 that was attacked 
just prior to Miss Norma McLeod and that is your wanted man. I could speak but dare not. 

                                                           
11 On Monday 2nd September 1929, according to The Argus, 4th September 1929, Charlie Goon, aged 60, was ‘the 
Chinese [man] who was attacked with a tomahawk when he disturbed a thief at the rear of his laundry in 
Anderson Street, Yarraville … still in a serious condition … a fractured skull and scalp wounds’. There is no obvious 
connection between this case and Norma’s death other than the fractured skull. 
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‘ACROSTIC’ (To McKerral. Received 29th Oct).  
Thin faintly lined blue paper, neatly cut. Sent in pale blue envelope. No postmark (stamp removed). 
 

Are these the ramblings of a bored member of the public or something more? Can you solve the puzzle or is it unsolvable? 
 

 

While the images to the right and below look paler, they are all in fact the same blue.  

 

The clues of the acrostic are as follows: 

 

1. Barbarian 

2. To put to death 

3. McMcLeod 

4. Be firm 

5. To fix 

6. Feminine 

7. Foundation 

8. Intimate  

 

 

 

9. Passed away 

10. Likewise  

11. Native 

12. Deduce as a consequence 

13. Pleasing 

14. Instruct 

15. To mind 

16. A lover 

 

 


